
The main theme for financial markets on Friday and into the weekend
will of course be around the recently-discovered new Covid-19
variant, reportedly named the 'Nu' variant. Global stocks have fallen
overnight and into this morning, while oil prices are roughly 6% lower
on the back of this news, as investors dash for safe-haven assets
amid the growing uncertainty. While we are currently hearing more
speculation than fact, one worry for investors is that the new strain
could possibly be more vaccine-resistant than previous versions such
as Delta.
Nations such as the UK and Israel have already banned travellers
from South Africa and neighbouring regions, while the World Health
Organisation (WHO) are due to hold an emergency meeting later
today to discuss the topic. Interestingly, European Commission (EC)
President Ursula von der Leyen tweeted earlier today that the EC will
propose to activate an emergency brake to stop air travel from the
Southern African region due to the variant of concern. Cases have
also been recorded over the past 24 hours in Hong Kong, a region
that has one of the world's most stringent quarantine systems.
We will continue to monitor the situation from an investments
perspective, and will look to communicate any major developments to
our clients through our Market Updates as the situation becomes
clearer.
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29/11/2021 - German CPI Inflation
29/11/2021 - Fed Chair Powell speaks
30/11/2021 - Chinese Manufacturing PMI
01/12/2021 - US ISM Manufacturing PMI
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Equities: Stocks on mainland Europe are roughly 3% lower on Friday morning, as the day goes on news
and speculation continue to emerge about the newest Covid-19 variant in the broader South Africa
region. As we know, the virus situation in Europe was already concerning, with many nations moving to
introduce new restrictions to curb the spread. Booster campaigns are underway but are slow, at least
for now. US markets have been shut since Wednesday evening for Thanksgiving, however S&P500
futures have moved about 2% lower so far this morning alongside risk assets around the world. The VIX
is trading around $26 at the time of writing, jumping higher today.
Currencies: The Euro is about 0.6% stronger vs Dollar and Sterling on Friday, bouncing somewhat after
what has been a weak November for the 19-nation currency. This move may be partly down to the
release of the ECB's latest meeting minutes yesterday, which reiterated views that inflation in the region
is transitory. EUR/USD at 1.1285, EUR/GBP at 0.846. As with all asset classes, moves in FX markets next
week will likely be dictated by developments and details about the new variant, much is still unknown
for now.
Safe-havens: Yields across the board have fallen today as traders seek bonds in light of this recent
risk-off tone. Gold and silver are rallying, gold currently 1.8% higher to $1,815 on the back of global
uncertainty.
Looking ahead: Market focus over the coming week may very well remain on the new Covid variant,
much is still unknown about its characteristics but it will be an interesting weekend on that front, no
doubt. In terms of regular data, next week we will see Manufacturing PMI results from China and the
United States, on Tuesday and Wednesday respectively. OPEC's monthly meeting will take place next
Thursday, which will be followed on Friday by the US' Non-Farm Payrolls result for November.

South African variant

Mortgages in Ireland
On Thursday we saw the Central Bank of Ireland publish its annual
review, in which it has become clear that they will not be changing the
loan-to-income (LTI) or loan-to-value (LTV) rules for now, with regard to
mortgages. An ongoing review of the measures will now be open to a
public consultation next month, the review not due to be completed
until H2 of next year.
The central bank also plans to introduce new rules on borrowing limits
and cash requirements, in relation to property investment funds,
which now make up circa 40% of commercial property investments.
We note that the review did give a more optimistic assessment of
pandemic-related risks given the Irish economy's robust rebound,
indicating that the potential for widespread borrower distress has
reduced.

Greencore Group
Irish food company Greencore Group plc was in the headlines this
morning, after it emerged that CEO Patrick Coveney will surprisingly
step down and assume a new role as chief executive of SSP Group - an
operator of food and beverage outlets. Coveney will vacate his
position at the end of March next year, after 14 years at Greencore,
having reportedly helped to transform the firm into the United
Kingdom's leading foot-to-go and convenience foods provider.
We believe Greencore has sufficient experience within its ranks to
replace Coveney and continue to grow. The company is due to report
its fiscal FY21 earnings on November 30th.


